
DACTM/MDSTA ANNUAL FALL CONFERENCE 

SATURDAY 7 NOVEMBER 2015 

PRELIMINARY LIST OF SESSIONS/WORKSHOP 

(Organized by grade level – ALL grades at end) 

 

Grade Level:   gr. PreK-1 

Title:    Numeracy Centers & Games...Wonderful Ways to  

Differentiate!                                             

Lead Presenter:  Shannon Samulski  

 

Description: 

Infuse your numeracy instruction with hands-on games incorporating strategy, facts, and 

standards. Find out how to set up and manage developmentally appropriate, easily 

differentiable math centers that reinforce concepts in numeracy. From activity cards to 

simple manipulatives, you’ll make & take practical, use-em-tomorrow activities that 

develop the numeracy skills so crucial to ongoing math success. Please bring scissors. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. PreK-2 

Title:    Implementing Number Talks in Grades K-2 Mathematics  

Classrooms                                             

Lead Presenter:  Trish Dunn  

 

Description: 

Number talks are five to fifteen minute classroom conversation around purposefully 

crafted computation problems that are solved mentally.  This session will explore the 

basics of number talks to help teachers strengthen accuracy, efficiency, and flexibility 

with mental math and computation strategies. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. PreK-3 

Title:    Tasty Mathematical Models of Active Galaxies                                             

Lead Presenter:  Mary Garrett  

 

Description: 

How do you help little children see the relationship between mathematics and science? 

Learn how to help children see the basics of representing science with mathematics while 

eating their experiment. Free hands-on materials from NASA EPO. 

 

  



Grade Level:   gr. PreK-3 

Title:    Introduction to Instruction for MDE's Early Literacy and  

Mathematics Initiative                                             

Lead Presenter:  Jill Griffin  

 

Description: 

Participants will explore Intentional Instructional Practices to boost early mathematics 

and early literacy learning. Consultants will share practices that can be implemented 

in any literacy, mathematics, or integrated learning system to support critical thinking in 

the early grades. MDE will be supporting these practices and the intended audience is 

those that support early learning such as teachers, administrators, consultants, and higher 

education faculty. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. PreK-5 

Title:    Teacher, PD Provider, and State Perspectives on Michigan's  

Common Core Implementation                                             

Lead Presenter:  Dan Clark  

 

Description: 

Results from interviews and surveys of state department of education officials, 

intermediate school district mathematics personnel, and elementary teachers concerning 

their views of the Common Core State Standards and their implementation in Michigan 

will be discussed.  Areas of agreement and disagreement will be highlighted. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. PreK-6 

Title:    Differentiating Lessons through STREAM K-7                                             

Lead Presenter:  Rachel Badanowski  

 

Description: 

Science, technology, reading, arts and mathematics are integrated into engaging hands-

on, minds-on lessons using a planning grid. This session will include many opportunities 

to try lessons. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. K-3 

Title:    Let ME Figure It Out -- Developmentally Appropriate  

Problem Solving                                             

Lead Presenter:  Dr. Lynda R. Ludy  

 

Description: 

How do young learners solve problems?  You will take the role of young learners and 

solve math problems.  We'll discuss strategies to expand children's thinking AND help 

parents understand differences between adults' and  children's processing of information 

to find solutions. Focus is math story problems; problems could be from science. 



 

Grade Level:   gr. K-4 

Title:    Elementary GLOBE                                             

Lead Presenter:  David Bydlowski  

 

Description: 

Elementary GLOBE (Global Learning and Observations to Benefit the Environment) is 

designed to introduce K-4 students to the study of Earth System Science (ESS). 

Elementary GLOBE forms an instructional unit comprised of five modules that address 

ESS and interrelated subjects. All of the modules are free, online and are correlated to the 

six official UN languages. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. K-4 

Title:    Science is Sweet!                                             

Lead Presenter:  Katie Colligan  

 

Description: 

Planning an edible science night is a sure way to get students to participate!  Learn how 

to plan, implement, and evaluate a night of science fun!  You will walk away with several 

examples of how to teach science while making sweet treats you and the kids can eat! 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. K-5 

Title:    Becoming a Presidential Award Winner!                                             

Lead Presenter:  Betty Crowder  

 

Description: 

You are an exceptional mathematics or science teacher!!!! Join us to find out about the 

Presidential Awards for Excellence in Mathematics and Science Teaching, which is the 

highest recognition a K-12 teacher can receive for outstanding science or mathematics 

teaching in the United States. Recipients of the award receive the following: a certificate 

signed by the President of the United States, a paid trip for two to Washington, D.C., to 

attend a series of recognition events and professional development opportunities, and a 

$10,000 award from the National Science Foundation. In addition to recognizing 

outstanding teaching in mathematics or science, the program provides teachers with an 

opportunity to build lasting partnerships with colleagues across the nation. The 

applications for teachers in Grades K-6 open in November! Teachers in grades 7-12 may 

apply during the 2017 cycle.  Join the state coordinator and past awardees for helpful 

hints on how to apply! 

 

  



 

Grade Level:   gr. K-5 

Title:    Using Manipulatives for Addition and Subtraction                                             

Lead Presenter:  Kevin Dykema  

 

Description: 

How can I help my students understand addition and subtraction?  Come see how using 

manipulatives can help your students better understand these important concepts. 

Discover why manipulatives can be such a powerful tool! 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. K-5 

Title:    Bringing Technology into Your Math Workshop                                             

Lead Presenter:  Desiree Harrison  

 

Description: 

Join this session for tips on how to incorporate technology such as Google Apps for 

Education into your math workshop routine. An overview of the Kid's Math Talk version 

of math workshop will also be given. FREE resources will be given to the first 25 

participants! 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. K-5 

Title:    Kid's Math Talk- Developing the precision of language                                             

Lead Presenter:  Desiree Harrison  

 

Description: 

Math vocabulary development is essential in today's elementary classroom. So how do 

we effectively get students to buy into this math talk? Join this session to gain quick tips 

on how to start a rich mathematical discourse in your classroom. The first 25 participants 

will receive complimentary materials! 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. K-5 

Title:    M-STEP Updates Grades 3-5                                             

Lead Presenter:  Linda Howley  

 

Description: 

MDE will share available grade-span specifics around the 2015 M-STEP results and the 

2016 administration. They also hope to hear from you about the successes and challenges 

encountered in the 2015 administration. 

 

  



Grade Level:   gr. K-6 

Title:    Using STEM to teach the CCSS                                             

Lead Presenter:  Kevin Dykema  

 

Description: 

Discover how STEM activities can help your students best understand the CCSS.  Walk 

away with some ideas that you can implement right away into your classroom this fall! 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. K-8 

Title:    Math in Nature                                             

Lead Presenter:  Kevin Frailey  

 

Description: 

Whether you are a science teacher looking for simple ways to add math to your lessons or 

a math teacher looking to make your lessons more fun and relevant, this session might by 

just what the biologist ordered. Discover an easy lesson that a biologist might use to 

compare reproductive rates of wildlife species. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. K-8 

Title:    Master Mathematicians...A Basic Facts Program                                             

Lead Presenter:  Cristy Holtzclaw  

 

Description: 

How many times have you asked a student how many inches are in a foot or what 6 x 8 is 

and they just don't know?  We created a program that we use to encourage and motivate 

our students to memorize their basic math facts and conversions.  Come hear what we do 

and walk away with most everything that we use to make this program work. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. K-8 

Title:    Elementary Inquiry Extravaganza                                             

Lead Presenter:  Tim Larrabee  

 

Description: 

Join the fun as Oakland University pre-service teachers provide you with a wealth of 

inquiry and engineering activities that will engage your students and their inquisitive 

minds. This hands-on session targets elementary science and engineering but many 

activities could be adjusted for students in a wide range of grades. 

 

  



Grade Level:   gr. K-9 

Title:    Strengthening Mathematics Instruction and Understanding for  

Students with Disabilities                                             

Lead Presenter:  Kate Fanelli  

 

Description: 

This session will deepen participants’ understanding of the mathematics they teach and 

introduce activities that can help students who struggle and students with disabilities 

develop accurate mathematical understandings that can be used in arithmetic, algebra and 

beyond. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 01-05 

Title:    Crafting Purposeful Questions                                             

Lead Presenter:  Kaili Hardamon  

 

Description: 

This workshop will encourage and support teachers in using question-asking strategies to 

assess student thinking as well as to promote content knowledge and conceptual 

understanding.  The workshop drives mathematics teachers to consider their intent for 

asking questions and subsequently, to ask the appropriate questions to elicit student 

thinking. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 01-05 

Title:    Engage With Weather                                             

Lead Presenter:  John Kaneko  

 

Description: 

Start your year with teaching weather! Use it as a gateway to make your students 

interested in science. Use technology to record data and look for patterns. Cross 

curricular with math. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 01-12 

Title:    Viruses, Bacteria, Antibiotics and Antibiotic Resistance - What  

Your Students Should Know                                             

Lead Presenter:  Elaine Bailey, Pharm D  

 

Description: 

New, free high school curriculum for biology/health students funded by the Centers for 

Disease Control and Prevention.  Access high school, middle school and elementary 

curriculum on-line.  Includes teacher instructional video, student worksheet, resource list 

and evaluation for students and instructor. 

 

 



Grade Level:   gr. 01-12 

Title:    Graphic Organizers and Foldables                                             

Lead Presenter:  Joanna Secco  

 

Description: 

Discover using graphic organizers as an instructional strategy.  Students enjoy creating 

them, and organizers improve the students’ understanding and retention.  Need an 

alternative assessment or a technology lesson?  Graphic organizers can be adapted for 

any lesson or content area.  Make and take samples and lesson ideas back to the 

classroom. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 01-12 

Title:    Multi-Tiered Differentiated Instruction                                             

Lead Presenter:  Heather Winfield  

 

Description: 

Teachers will walk through modalities of differentiated instruction; heterogeneou, 

homogeneous, and enhanced workshop model.  Teachers will also learn how to use 

formative assessment to drive instruction through a multi-tiered system of instruction. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 02-3 

Title:    Building the Foundation of Number Sense in 2nd & 3rd Grade                                             

Lead Presenter:  Shannon Samulski  

 

Description: 

Give students in grades 2/3 deeper understanding of numbers, setting them up for current 

and future success as mathematical thinkers. Learn how to build foundational number 

sense, not through memorization of rules and facts, but through of a clear understanding 

of numbers, their magnitude, and their relationships with other numbers. Learn new 

methods for building number sense and teaching computation in ways that make sense to 

both you and your students. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 02-6 

Title:    An RtI Model: Build, Draw, Talk, Write then OWN Fractions                                             

Lead Presenter:  Rudy Neufeld  

 

Description: 

This session will model differentiated instruction for RTI in  teaching fraction 

operations. Attendees will receive 3-part lessons and resources to model 

an environment which addresses success for all. In this model, lessons help 

all students to “catch up” by meeting their individual needs but also save the sanity of the 

teacher. 

 



Grade Level:   gr. 02-8 

Title:    Planning and Implementing Open Math Tasks                                             

Lead Presenter:  Bethany Barnes  

 

Description: 

Come join us for an overview of how to unpack Common Core standards in order to plan 

and implement open math tasks for the elementary and middle school classroom. Open 

math tasks focus on target standards and allow the students to explore concepts using 

their own strategies. A well planned task allows for a "low-floor, high-ceiling" approach 

to math instruction. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 02-8 

Title:    Building a Strong Foundation with Math Fact Fluency                                             

Lead Presenter:  Jane Owen  

 

Description: 

ExploreLearning Reflex is an online fact fluency program that provides customized 

instruction, motivating games, and assessments that will prepare students for the 

challenges of advanced mathematics. Come learn how the system is rapidly helping 

students attain automaticity, and changing their attitudes about math! 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 03-05 

Title:    The Heat (Energy) is On!!!!                                             

Lead Presenter:  Chris Blackstock  

 

Description: 

Everyone loves cooking outside. But what if you don't have wood or gas to burn? You 

can use the power of the sun!! Come build your own solar oven and learn about heat 

energy and uses of solar energy. (especially for gr. 4) 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 03-05 

Title:    Reusing Scraps the Engineering Way                                             

Lead Presenter:  Susan Croskey  

 

Description: 

Learn how to take your gr. 3-5 students on an engineering journey as they transform 

everyday scraps into their own technology. 

 

  



Grade Level:   gr. 03-05 

Title:    Ours IS the reason why!  STOP invert and multiply!                                             

Lead Presenter:  Jason Gauthier  

 

Description: 

We need to stop teaching students only to invert and multiply when dividing fractions.  

But what do we teach in its place?  Come discuss ways to help teachers develop 

pedagogical content knowledge related to division of fractions. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 03-06 

Title:    Fractions Don't Have to be Frustrating!                                             

Lead Presenter:  Kevin Dykema  

 

Description: 

How can I help my students understand fractions?  Discover how manipulatives can be a 

great tool to help your students understand the CCSS for fractions.  Ideas will be shared 

for equivalence, ordering, and operations as well as for utilizing a number line for 

fractions. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 03-06 

Title:    Using Manipulatives to Develop Multiplication and Division                                             

Lead Presenter:  Kevin Dykema  

 

Description: 

How can I help my students understand multiplication and division?  Come see how 

using manipulatives can help your students better understand these important concepts.  

Discover why manipulatives can be such a powerful tool! 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 03-06 

Title:    STEM on a Budget                                             

Lead Presenter:  Kerri Krafft  

 

Description: 

Are you spending too much of your own money on teaching materials? We will show 

you STEM lessons that use common household items to keep you within your budget. 

Create and take home ready-to-use lessons for your classrooms. 

 

  



Grade Level:   gr. 03-06 

Title:    STEM Enrichment: 3D Printing and Engineering is  

Elementary                                             

Lead Presenter:  Puja Mullins  

 

Description: 

Sharing ideas from our STEM school to bring STEM enrichment to yours. In half of the 

session we will explore "making" with 3D design software and 3D printers (and get ideas 

for funding). During the other half, we'll get hands-on with Engineering is Elementary 

curriculum (and hear about training and materials).  

Learn how to set up STEM programs in an elementary school setting and be entered into 

a drawing for prizes! 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 03-06 

Title:    Family Engineering                                             

Lead Presenter:  Cathie Wensorski  

 

Description: 

Want to pull off the family night of the year?  Hands-on engineering activites meet 

parental involvement in one fun-filled evening. Activites may also be used in the 

classroom. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 03-06 

Title:    Math Intervention in the Classroom                                             

Lead Presenter:  Alicia Haidar  

 

Description: 

Do you need ideas and strategies to use with small group math instruction? This 

workshop includes ways to set up intervention groups, analyze data, and organize and 

create activities to use in your classroom. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 03-12 

Title:    Enhancing the STEM Curriculum with Virtual Simulations                                             

Lead Presenter:  Jane Owen  

 

Description: 

Come and see how teachers are supplementing and enhancing science and math 

instruction with powerful interactive visualizations. Experience for yourself how students 

are manipulating key variables and engaging in experimentation and inquiry while 

building conceptual understanding in both math and science. 

 

  



Grade Level:   gr. 04-06 

Title:    Tracking Small Mammals                                             

Lead Presenter:  Matthew Dunkle  

 

Description: 

Learn how to demonstrate the method scientists use to determine population numbers for 

small mammals in the forest.  Use the method for trapping small mammals (without 

harm!) and create a model to mimic the field work scientists use to track these animals.  

Lessons learned from field work on Beaver Island. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 04-06 

Title:    Elementary Students’ Understanding of Fractions: Poor 

Conceptual Knowledge Masked by Correct Answers                                             

Lead Presenter:  Nicole Karaboyas  

 

Description: 

This research focuses on upper elementary students’ understanding of fractions, 

specifically conceptual versus procedural understanding.  The information gained from 

the students’ work and corresponding explanations can help improve math teacher 

education. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 04-07 

Title:    Fish, Soil, Precipitation, and Real World Data                                             

Lead Presenter:  Jeff Bouwman  

 

Description: 

See how I raise salmon in the classroom via the Michigan DNR's Salmon in Classroom 

project. I will display how my students work with NASA's SMAP Mission and log soil 

moisture and precipitation data with Globe and CoCoRaHS. This session is for teachers 

that love real world data! 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 04-08 

Title:    Electric circuits                                             

Lead Presenter:  Deb Hope  

 

Description: 

Learn a fun way to use a circuit board as an authentic assessment tool, that can be used 

across the curriculum, in grades 4-8. 

 

  



Grade Level:   gr. 04-08 

Title:    Developing Understanding of Multiplication of Fractions –  

Research into Practice                                             

Lead Presenter:  Nancy K. Mack  

 

Description: 

We will explore what it means for students to develop a conceptual understanding of 

multiplication of fractions, examine factors that aid or hinder the development of this 

understanding, and explore ways to help students understand multiplication of fractions.  

Research that has been put into practice will guide our explorations. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 04-10 

Title:    Simple Demonstrations for Chemistry                                             

Lead Presenter:  Andrew J Frisch  

 

Description: 

There are many good, cheap demonstrations that show the Law of Conservation of Mass 

and the Law of Conservation of Mass.  This session is designed to show these 

demonstrations and how they will achieve the objectives at hand.  These demonstrations 

will be great for upper elementary, middle school, and lower high school. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 04-12 

Title:    NASA’s Global Soil Moisture Measurement Mission                                             

Lead Presenter:  David Bydlowski  

 

Description: 

An orbiting observatory that measures the amount of water in the top 5 cm (2 inches) of 

soil everywhere on Earth’s surface is in a polar orbit around Earth. It is called SMAP, an 

acronym made from the name of the satellite. SMAP stands for Soil Moisture Active 

Passive.  Find out how you and your students can participate in the SMAP mission by 

collecting soil moisture data on your own school site. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 05-07 

Title:    Building Percent Sense                                             

Lead Presenter:  Eric Burton  

 

Description: 

Perhaps as important as mastering percent calculations – and certainly more useful in our 

daily lives – is having a clear sense of what percents are all about.  The presenter will 

share activities and worksheets to help learners develop an understanding of a variety of 

percent statements as well as skill at approximating percents in everyday life.  This “feel” 

for percents lays a good groundwork for their mathematical manipulation. 

 



Grade Level:   gr. 05-07 

Title:    Middle School Life Science: Breeding Critters                                             

Lead Presenter:  Lisa Kelp  

 

Description: 

Make the study of genetics more meaningful for students. Join us for an activity sequence 

from Issues and Life Science from LAB-AIDS that lays a framework for 

dominant/recessive as well as other patterns of inheritance. Pedigrees are introduced as 

another way to study the behavior of certain genes in humans. In the succeeding 

activities, you will use what you know to advise Joe about whether to be tested for 

Marfan’s Syndrome. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 05-07 

Title:    Middle School Physical Science: Inertia Around the Curve                                             

Lead Presenter:  Lisa Kelp  

 

Description: 

Students have many misconceptions about inertia, the resistance of an object to changes 

in its motion.  In this activity, they investigate the forces needed to change the motion of 

moving spheres of different mass along a circular track, an activity from the Force and 

Motion unit of the SEPUP middle level physical science course.  Materials and handouts 

will be distributed. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 05-09 

Title:    The Tangy Mix - Model Concept-Driven Tiered Learning to  

Address Proportionality                                             

Lead Presenter:  Rudy Neufeld  

 

Description: 

This session models lessons in RTI and STEM to include 

concepts within proportionality designed to reach all students.  Specific lessons will 

model differentiation through multiple entry points, multi-sensory 

experiences and seamless integration of content 

and instruction. Participants receive lessons in a wide range of proportion topics. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 05-10 

Title:    PI in the Sky                                             

Lead Presenter:  Mary Garrett  

 

Description: 

How big is a radian? What is PI? How can I measure the distance to the stars without 

going there? Learn how to explore pi with free hands-on materials from NASA EPO. 

 



Grade Level:   gr. 05-10 

Title:    Scaling the Universe with Mathematics                                             

Lead Presenter:  Mary Garrett  

 

Description: 

How big is big? How small is small? Students often have difficulty comprehending 

orders of magnitude. "Scale the Universe" as we investigate the powers of 10 with free 

hands-on materials from NASA EPO. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 05-12 

Title:    Can you flip it? Yes you can!                                             

Lead Presenter:  Steve Durant  

 

Description: 

Have you thought about flipping your class? Do you flip now? Come see how easy it is. 

See practical and time saving techniques, discuss what works and what doesn't. You don't 

need much tech to do it either! Bring your device and flip on the spot 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 06-08 

Title:    Pre-algebra: The Concepts before the Skills                                             

Lead Presenter:  Eric Burton  

 

Description: 

Solving equations, substituting for variables, and other customary components of pre-

algebra won’t have real meaning (or value) for students until they grasp the fundamental 

notions (and language) of variables and relationships.  Experience has opened my eyes to 

how these concepts – so second-nature to teachers – can be real stumbling blocks for 

middle schoolers.  I will explore these difficulties and share a variety of lessons and 

activities to address the challenges they pose.  Handouts provided. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 06-08 

Title:    M-STEP Updates Grades 6-8                                             

Lead Presenter:  Linda Howley  

 

Description: 

MDE will share available grade-span specifics around the 2015 M-STEP results and the 

2016 administration. They also hope to hear from you about the successes and challenges 

encountered in the 2015 administration. 

 

  



Grade Level:   gr. 06-08 

Title:    STEM in the Middle                                             

Lead Presenter:  Lesley Markus  

 

Description: 

Anyone who teaches middle school knows students can take it or leave it. Experience 

easy to teach STEM labs that your middle school students will LOVE! 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 06-09 

Title:    Using Manipulatives to Help Students be Successful with 

Algebra                                             

Lead Presenter:  Kevin Dykema  

 

Description: 

Do your students struggle with algebraic concepts?  See how your students can benefit 

from a visual approach to algebra and learn how hands-on activities can help promote 

their understanding of algebraic concepts.  Topics include integer operations, solving 

equations, polynomial expressions, graphing, and more! 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 06-09 

Title:    Real World Math: Engaging Students through Global Issues  

with Foundational Algebra and Geometry                                             

Lead Presenter:  Mike Mansour  

 

Description: 

This is a feature from Facing the Future, an interdisciplinary supplement which makes 

connections between science and other disciplines 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 06-10 

Title:    Race for Space                                             

Lead Presenter:  Mary Garrett  

 

Description: 

We will look at the NASA Fermi Mission and then play a game for your students that 

you can take with you where first you must have experience and education to build and 

launch the satellite and then you need to get data from it. 

 

  



Grade Level:   gr. 06-10 

Title:    Empowering Students with the Tools and Motivation to Learn                                             

Lead Presenter:  Rev. Jerry L. Rankin  

 

Description: 

The workshop will feature by demonstration the benefits of teaching mathematics as a 

language, rather than a subject to engage students with the desire for developing their 

mathematical vocabulary with a comprehensive understanding with reasoning and sense 

making to support immediate and long-term success for progressive studies. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 06-12 

Title:    Straw Rockets:  A Cross Between Math and Science                                             

Lead Presenter:  Leslie Ann Burleson  

 

Description: 

In this activity, We will create straw rockets, collect the data dealing with  distance and 

time, graph and analyze the data.  Question on how to improve the activity will be 

discussed. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 06-12 

Title:    Atmospheric and Earth Observations Using Sensors                                             

Lead Presenter:  David Bydlowski  

 

Description: 

Acquire and share airborne and ground-based Earth observations and data using cameras, 

assorted electronics (Arduino, Raspberry Pi, etc.), 3D printing and NASA AEROKATS 

(kites/Aeropods). 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 06-12 

Title:    Applying Science and Engineering Practices to Build Solar  

Powered Vehicles                                             

Lead Presenter:  Kim Garber  

 

Description: 

Come and participate in an activity-based session that has you applying the engineering 

design process to build solar powered vehicles. Take away handouts will help you learn 

to integrate the scientific and engineering practices of modeling and computational 

thinking into your middle school/early high school energy and motion lessons. 

 

  



Grade Level:   gr. 06-12 

Title:    Using The Predict-Observe-Explain (POE) Thinking Routine  

To Support Students With Critical Thinking About Using 

Units When Making Measurements And Calculations                                             

Lead Presenter:  Antony Tedaldi  

 

Description: 

This literacy activity for the chemistry classroom engages students with writing about 

why units are important in calculations.  Learn to use the Predict, Observe, and Explain 

routine to engage students with a video about a crash of a NASA Mars orbiter that was 

due to an error from incorrect units. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 06-12 

Title:    Using The Claim Evidence And Reasoning (CER) Thinking  

Routine To Support Students With Critical Thinking About  

Cell Theory                                             

Lead Presenter:  Sarah Adcock  

 

Description: 

This literacy activity for the biology classroom describes how to help students practice 

writing scientific explanations (claim, evidence, and reasoning) and discussing their ideas 

using productive talk moves. See how to engage your students with critically thinking 

about which common materials are or are not made up of cells. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 06-12 

Title:    Common Core and Quality Questions                                             

Lead Presenter:  Sharon Douglas-Chong  

 

Description: 

Many of us struggle to find the content rich, multi-level questions that the Common Core 

emphasizes.  This interactive presentation will explore how, with just a small 

modification, you can quickly create high quality, content rich questions from your 

existing resources.  You will learn the process first and then practice creating your own 

questions for your course content. 

 

  



Grade Level:   gr. 06-12 

Title:    High Altitude Ballooning                                             

Lead Presenter:  David Egan  

 

Description: 

This session will focus on STEM Engagement through High Altitude Ballooning, Solar 

Astronomy, Space Weather & Astrobiology. Additional topics discussed will include 

NASA Summer of Innovation educational resources and securing grant funds for STEM 

enrichment activities. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 06-12 

Title:    Interdisciplinary Learning for a Changing Planet                                             

Lead Presenter:  William Grams  

 

Description: 

In this hands-on workshop, the presenter will engage participants in interdisciplinary 

activities that help students explore human impacts on the planet including population 

growth, climate change, and biodiversity loss. The presented activities build skills in 

science, math and social sciences, while applying learning to authentic problems. Receive 

a CD of lessons. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 06-12 

Title:    Are you as smart as a (very bright) 8th grader?                                             

Lead Presenter:  Jerrold Grossman  

 

Description: 

See some of the presenter's favorite problems from the AMC 8, AMC 10, and AMC 12. 

Strategies and solutions will be discussed, and attendees can share their ideas about 

teaching gifted students. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 06-12 

Title:    Grow Their Brain Campaign - Mini Grant Awardee                                             

Lead Presenter:  Kier Ingraham  

 

Description: 

Learn how teachers began a successful transform of how math is taught in the secondary 

classroom by launching a “Grow Your Brain Campaign” with their students.  This project 

focuses on changing the mindset of students and teachers. Students also complete self-

assessment activities daily. 

 

  



Grade Level:   gr. 06-12 

Title:    Microsoft in the Class Room                                             

Lead Presenter:  Shy Kelly  

 

Description: 

 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 06-12 

Title:    STEM Classroom: A Survival Guide for a New Science 

Teacher                                             

Lead Presenter:  Tooba Mansoor  

 

Description: 

This session will train new teachers on the best teaching practices including 

implementation of inquiry-focused discussions, hands-on activities, project-based 

learning (PBL), as well as utilization of resources to promote student engagement in a 

STEM-based science classroom. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 06-12 

Title:    15 Amazing Attention-Getting Math Tricks, Gimmicks and  

Stunts                                             

Lead Presenter:  Nelson Maylone  

 

Description: 

To teach them, you need first to engage them. This session provides attendees with a 

variety of absorbing tricks, gimmicks, stunts, etc., to hook students into your lessons. 

These are things you can use Monday morning! 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 06-12 

Title:    Hands-On Infrared Labs in Earth and Environmental Science                                             

Lead Presenter:  Shawn McNamara  

 

Description: 

Looking to debunk student misconceptions and reinforce other concepts in Earth and 

Environmental Science? Learn how to enhance hands-on lab topics like the reason for 

seasons, greenhouse effect, and albedo using infrared thermometers to quickly collect 

reliable data...freeing up time for class discussion and analysis. 

 

 

  



Grade Level:   gr. 06-12 

Title:    Shopping Advice from a First Survivor (Teacher)                                             

Lead Presenter:  Mrs. Sarah E. Patterson  

 

Description: 

Explore great hands-on tools to help create engaging math lessons. We will discuss 

practical ways to keep your classroom exciting and students actively evaluating their 

learning. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 06-12 

Title:    Project Based Learning:  Yes, it works in math, too!                                             

Lead Presenter:  Andi Steaban  

 

Description: 

Project based learning sounds good in theory, right?  But when it comes down to it, are 

you just a little worried about how to fit in your content?  Or, are you worried about how 

your students will handle it?  Or are you just overwhelmed about where to start?  Check 

out this interactive session where I will share my PBL journey with you, share tons of 

great PBL resources and help you get started thinking about your very own PBL unit! 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 06-12 

Title:    Make and Take                                             

Lead Presenter:  Jim Gell  

 

Description: 

Make apparatus for labs, demonstrations, or just as student engagement tools that are 

easy and inexpensive to make.  You will have as much fun making these as you will 

playing with them, and you get to take them home with you! 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 06-12 

Title:    Best Demos Ever!                                             

Lead Presenter:  Don Pata  

 

Description: 

Demonstrations can be engaging for both students and teachers.  This hour long demo 

show is both engaging and fun.  Learn how to both do the demos and structure the 

questioning to maximize student learning. 

 

 

  



Grade Level:   gr. 06-12 

Title:    Energy: Can we make the abstract concrete?                                             

Lead Presenter:  Bryan Battaglia  

 

Description: 

What is energy and how can kids understand something they can't touch or hold? Let's 

explore some ways that we can make energy more concrete and tangible for our students. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 07-10 

Title:    Easy Activities and Ideas to Start You with STEM                                             

Lead Presenter:  Deb Nutt  

 

Description: 

I decided I wanted to start incorporating STEM activities in a math classroom; so what 

did I do?  Come, participate, use and learn about some activities that can be done with the 

TI 84 family of calculators to get you and your students introduced to STEM. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 07-11 

Title:    Challenge Your Students to Make Motors                                             

Lead Presenter:  Dr. Michael H. Suckley  

 

Description: 

Fundamental concepts of magnetic and electromagnetic fields and their interaction will 

be demonstrated and applied to building eight different classroom motors. Participants 

will receive a teaching unit including materials, step by step instructions, explanations of 

each motors operation and hands-on experience building them. 

The construction of these motors can be extended into a STEM Challenge or an 

Engineering Project by inviting students to create “improved” motors by using materials 

that will spin faster or slower or that can be applied to a specific job. Such projects can be 

related to real-world applications ranging from transportation methods to robotics and 

even to national defense. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 07-12 

Title:    Androids, Apples, and iPods oh my!                                             

Lead Presenter:  Steve Durant  

 

Description: 

This session will show how you can use student handhelds to enhance your student 

engagement and learning. Come see all the tricks and tips that can be used in any 

secondary classroom 

 

 

  



Grade Level:   gr. 07-12 

Title:    Square One Educational Network, Kahoot, Flubaroo and  

Google Classroom                                             

Lead Presenter:  Kevin Gallatin  

 

Description: 

The Square One Education Network's purpose is to create and fund powerful, relevant 

experiences for K-12 teachers and students that creatively integrate Science, Technology, 

engineering, and mathematics (STEM) using best practice supported instruction through 

unique project designs. We will also look at other tools of to enhance classroom 

instruction and assessment. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 07-12 

Title:    The Redesigned SAT for Math and Science Teachers                                             

Lead Presenter:  Sarah Thaler  

 

Description: 

This presentation will provide a brief overview of the redesigned SAT and the resources 

available through Khan Academy.  We will dive deeper into the design and content of the 

SAT Math section and demonstrate the interdisciplinary links between science and math 

that the redesigned SAT emphasizes. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 08-11 

Title:    Rich Tasks that Meet the CCSS for Algebra and Geometry                                             

Lead Presenter:  Deb Nutt  

 

Description: 

Classroom ready activities that align with CCSS and that are rich in helping students 

learn, understand and remember difficult concepts.  Specific lessons using the TI 84 

family of calculators will be demonstrated.  Walk away with lessons to take back and 

your classroom next week.  You may even learn something new about the technology. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 08-12 

Title:    Differentiating Lessons through STREAM 8-12                                             

Lead Presenter:  Rachel Badanowski  

 

Description: 

Science, technology, reading, arts and mathematics are integrated into engaging hands-

on, minds-on lessons using a planning grid. This session will include many opportunities 

to try lessons. 

 

 

  



Grade Level:   gr. 08-12 

Title:    Strategies for Success with the Mathematics Revised  

SAT/PSAT                                             

Lead Presenter:  Kathy Berry  

 

Description: 

Participants will examine the mathematics portions of the Revised SAT/PSAT tests in 

detail.  Join us as we translate best-practices in teaching and learning mathematics to 

strategies for improved student performance on the rSAT/rPSAT.  Bring your favorite 

calculator and be ready for active participation and thinking outside the bubble. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 08-12 

Title:    FOIL Is Dead! Use Generic Rectangles to Consolidate Algebra  

1 & 2 Skills                                             

Lead Presenter:  Derek Imboden  

 

Description: 

Using a generic rectangle to multiply polynomials is just the beginning.  Explore how to 

tie together many algebraic skills including factoring and polynomial division.  Students 

at all levels of ability will quickly comprehend and perform difficult algebra problems 

using these methods. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 08-12 

Title:    Student Designed Physics Labs                                             

Lead Presenter:  Nicole Murawski  

 

Description: 

Hands-on Physics session for MS and HS teachers that require students to develop their 

own procedures, process data and present their findings in a variety of formats. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 08-12 

Title:    Do You Really Know What the TI 84 is Capable of Doing for  

Your Students?                                             

Lead Presenter:  Deb Nutt  

 

Description: 

Do you think you know everything about the TI 84 family of calculators that you use all 

of the time?  Learn to use some of the apps that I have found helpful for students in my 

classroom.   As well, walk away with some "tricks" and little known features that will 

make you say "I didn't know it could do that." 

 

 

  



Grade Level:   gr. 09-11 

Title:    Data and Statistics at the Secondary Level                                             

Lead Presenter:  Kristine Hineman  

 

Description: 

Participants will explore instructional practices and a variety of activities used to engage 

secondary mathematics students in the joy of exploring data and statistics.   During the 

exploration, participants will have the time to dig deeply into the mathematics and 

pedagogy involved with both the task itself and its implementation process inside a 

classroom.  We will explore online technology and leave with classroom ready materials. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 09-12 

Title:    Not Your Typical Formative Assessment Strategies for the  

Mathematics Classroom                                             

Lead Presenter:  Kyalamboka Brown  

 

Description: 

Does formative assessment have to be formal? Besides a quiz, what are ways to elicit and 

assess student thinking? This session will cover multiple formative assessment strategies 

that can be used in all levels of high school mathematics.   In addition to the various 

strategies presented, participants will also leave with a toolkit of formative assessment 

techniques shared by others in attendance.  Participants will also have the opportunity to 

begin to develop assessments that can be used in their context. This session will serve as 

a launch for individual and collaborative inquiry into an essential aspect of mathematics 

instruction. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 09-12 

Title:    Using The Claim Evidence And Reasoning (CER) Thinking  

Routine To Support Students With Critical Thinking About 

Periodic Trends in Electronegativity                                             

Lead Presenter:  Tahani Zeid  

 

Description: 

Come and participate in a chemistry lesson that helps your students explore periodic 

trends in electronegativity to learn how atomic structure influences the observed trends. 

You will analyze the trend by graphing electronegativity data, complete a claim, 

evidence, and reasoning (CER) thinking routine, and engage in discussing ideas using 

evidence! 

 

 

  



Grade Level:   gr. 09-12 

Title:    Using Chemical Modeling and Whiteboards to Engage  

Students with the Scientific Practices of Analyzing and 

Interpreting Data and Engaging in Argument from Evidence 

for Intermolecular Forces                                             

Lead Presenter:  Kaitlynn Arnholt  

 

Description: 

Come and participate in a chemical modeling activity designed to engage students with 

the scientific practices of analyzing and interpreting data and engaging in argument from 

evidence. You will learn to use whiteboard’s to present and discuss patterns you notice 

between intermolecular forces and boiling points. Lesson handouts provided! 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 09-12 

Title:    Using The Claim Evidence And Reasoning (CER) Thinking  

Routine To Support Students With Critical Thinking About 

Acids and Bases                                             

Lead Presenter:  Grace Blank  

 

Description: 

This literacy activity for the chemistry classroom describes how to help students create 

data tables from authentic data and write scientific explanations using the claim, evidence 

and reasoning (CER) framework. See how to engage your students using critical thinking 

to compare the pH of generic and name brand materials. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 09-12 

Title:    Engaging Students in Productive Task-Based Discussions in  

Biology                                             

Lead Presenter:  Paula Gentile  

 

Description: 

In this session you will learn ways to engage biology students in productive task-based 

discussions.  These lessons build upon students’ existing ideas, immerse students in 

authentic opportunities to share their work and question their peers’, and provide a 

context through which students can participate in productive talk at different levels. 

 

 

  



Grade Level:   gr. 09-12 

Title:    DNA Testing, Your Ancestry, and Your Health: the Hopes and  

Perils                                             

Lead Presenter:  Emily Thompson, Ph.D.  

 

Description: 

At this talk, you can learn about the fascinating field of direct-to-consumer DNA tests 

and what they can and can't tell you about your ancestry and health. 

Check out Emily Thompson's blog at http://yourgreengenes.blogspot.com, written to 

update you and your students about genetics and the environment! 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 09-12 

Title:    M-STEP Updates High School                                             

Lead Presenter:  Linda Howley  

 

Description: 

MDE will share available grade-span specifics around the 2015 M-STEP results and the 

2016 administration, including SAT information. They also hope to hear from you about 

the successes and challenges encountered in the 2015 administration. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 09-12 

Title:    Constructing a Foundation for Rotational Motion                                             

Lead Presenter:  James DeHaan  

 

Description: 

Teachers will go through an inquiry lab that introduces rotational motion.  This lab and 

lab analysis will help teachers and students develop a foundation for rotational motion in 

knowing how angular quantities relate to linear quantities and why. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 10-11 

Title:    PBL for Right Triangle Trig in Geometry                                             

Lead Presenter:  Carrie Russell  

 

Description: 

This session focuses on how to incorporate a cooperative project as part of your 

assessment for Geometry or right triangle trigonometry.  The project focuses on having 

students design, engineer, finance, and pitch a roller coaster concept using what they 

know about the sin ratio, circumference, and basic proportions. 

 

 

  



Grade Level:   gr. 10-12 

Title:    An Appetite for Chemistry                                             

Lead Presenter:  Cathy Farrell  

 

Description: 

Teenagers love food! Come see how various food-themed 

activities can grab and hold your students’ focus and help them see 

real-world connections to chemistry topics. Some topics include 

stoichiometry, molar mass, energy, unit conversions, solutions. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 10-12 

Title:    Start Calculus with Calculus                                             

Lead Presenter:  Derek Imboden  

 

Description: 

Engage your students in the wonder and beauty of calculus by starting your class with an 

understanding of both derivatives and definite integrals.  We will use approximation 

methods to build this foundation.  View a variety of problem sets you can use to review 

essential algebraic skills as you introduce the foundational concepts of calculus. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 10-12 

Title:    A Case Study on Fuel Cell Cars                                             

Lead Presenter:  Larry Kolopajlo  

 

Description: 

Fuel cell cars generate no pollutants, and so why are they just entering the automobile 

market?  This seminar will explain the chemistry of fuel cells using animations, show 

examples of fuel cell cars, and discuss the pros and cons of using them in a case study 

designed for a high school classroom. 

 

 

Grade Level:   gr. 10-12 

Title:    Data to Action: Empowering Community Change                                             

Lead Presenter:  Erica Raleigh  

 

Description: 

The story of Detroiters coming together to survey conditions of every parcel in the city, 

and the group (Data Driven Detroit) who combined these data with existing sources to 

create a model guiding strategic expenditures that would achieve greatest impact for the 

community. 

 

 

  



Grade Level:   gr. 11-12 

Title:    Using Nspire in the Statistics Class                                             

Lead Presenter:  Murney Bell  

 

Description: 

Common Core State Standards (CCSS) state that statistics provides tools for describing 

variability in data and for making informed decisions that take it into account. We will 

demonstrate designs in statistics activities and projects that enable students to collect, 

organize, summarize and analyze data and use data sets to draw conclusions or answer 

questions. You will be given project guidelines that will help you to construct questions 

that students will use to work with the data and make decisions that will be needed in the 

workplace. 

 

 

Grade Level:   All Grades 

Title:    Citizen Science: Precipitation                                             

Lead Presenter:  David Bydlowski  

 

Description: 

Do you look at weather apps? Do you watch weather reports? Do you measure 

precipitation in your backyard?  CoCoRaHS (Community Collaborative Rain, Hail, and 

Snow Network) and GLOBE (Global Learning and Observations to Benefit the 

Environment) are citizen science programs that provide easy ways to collect data using 

simple observations and recording and interpreting the data online. 

 

 

Grade Level:   All Grades 

Title:    Standards Based Grading - Just Do It!                                             

Lead Presenter:  Jim Gell  

 

Description: 

What exactly does your current method of grading tell you, your students, and their 

guardians about what your students really know?  Presenters will share their experience 

and ideas to help you transition to standards (or skills) based grading for your classroom 

to make your grading system more meaningful for everyone! 

 

 

Grade Level:   All Grades 

Title:    Forensics Fun For Free?                                             

Lead Presenter:  Caitlin Anderson  

 

Description: 

Forensics can be a useful tool in any k-12 science classroom, or a stand alone class. I'll 

show you how to use a lot of forensics topics in your classrooms for free or very little, 

and get funding for the rest! 

 



 

Grade Level:   All Grades 

Title:    The Power of Social Media in Math Professional Development                                             

Lead Presenter:  Todd Beard  

 

Description: 

Through various social media platforms, teachers all around the world are gathering to 

disscuss their craft.  In this panel style presentations we will examine different avenues 

for using internet communication technology to connect and growth with communities of 

educators to elevate the art and science of teaching. 

 

 

Grade Level:   All Grades 

Title:    Great Adaptations: Teaching Practices That Support Diverse  

Learners                                             

Lead Presenter:  Michelle Kirkland  

 

Description: 

The power of a learning community builds strong relationships, resulting in adaptations 

of teaching practices.  The outcome is highly engaging science for students with diverse 

needs. 

 

 

Grade Level:   All Grades 

Title:    Introduction to Project Learning Tree                                             

Lead Presenter:  Mike Mansour  

 

Description: 

Project Learning Tree is a national environmental science curriculum supplement.  We 

will do several activities from this K-12 guide with an focus on Michigan and Place 

Based Education.  Science, math and social studies applications are evident throughout 

the PLT guide.  Model Learning Stations will be used as you and a partner work to 

explore the activities.  You may want to view the web site before coming,  www.plt.org 

 

 

Grade Level:   All Grades 

Title:    Fast and Fun Formative Assessment for Science & Math                                             

Lead Presenter:  Shawn McNamara  

 

Description: 

Looking to quickly assess your students at the start, middle, or end of a science or math 

lesson? You'll leave this session with numerous fast and easy tools for formative or 

summative assessments that you can use immediately. Bring your smartphone to get the 

most from our time. 

 

 



Grade Level:   All Grades 

Title:    Mathematics & Medicine.  Can Math cure Disease                                             

Lead Presenter:  Patrick Nelson  

 

Description: 

Today’s mathematics is nothing like that of your parents. Mathematical and 

Computational Modeling is leading to critical discoveries in Medicine, especially in 

Cancer, Infectious Diseases, and Diabetes. What is even more exciting is the demand for 

highly trained students with knowledge of mathematics, modeling and computation is 

growing at a huge rate. 

 

 

Grade Level:   All Grades 

Title:    Next Steps Planning for Curriculum and Instruction                                             

Lead Presenter:  Megan Schrauben  

 

Description: 

The Curriculum and Instruction Unit at MDE has grant opportunities and updates around 

standards that we would like to share with everyone.  We hope to show how the different 

initiatives support each other, gather feedback from you, and answer any questions that 

you may have for us. 

 

 

Grade Level:   All Grades 

Title:    Autism in Today's Classrooms                                             

Lead Presenter:  Margaret Stoi  

 

Description: 

Current statistics state 1 in 68 persons have ASD.  Persons with ASD are present in all 

classrooms--general and special education.  What is Autism - What does it look like, it's 

history, etiology, interventions, classroom practices, "helpful Hints" will be presented. 

 

 

Grade Level:   All Grades 

Title:    Tap Away Your Stress                                             

Lead Presenter:  Brenda Strausz  

 

Description: 

Learn how to manage the stress in your life with Emotional Freedom Techniques (EFT). 

EFT works like acupuncture without the needles and consists of you tapping on various 

meridian points to put your body and mind in a state of flow. You will love how calm and 

relaxed you feel afterwards and you will not only have this tool for life but you will be 

able to share it with your friends and family. 

 

 

  



Grade Level:   All Grades 

Title:    Integrating Engineering Practices in Life Science to Meet the  

Next Generation-Mi Science Standards                                             

Lead Presenter:  Sandra Yarema  

 

Description: 

Interactive session modeling how to  integrate engineering practices within a life science 

activity  along with strategies for assessing performance standards. 

 

 

 


